2002 ford windstar 3.8 firing order

Ford equipped the Windstar's 3. When looking in the engine compartment, three of the
Windstar's six spark plugs are in the lower front of the engine behind the radiator. The other
three plugs are found in the lower rear side of the engine. Replace the spark plugs at ,mile
intervals to meet Ford's maintenance schedule for your Windstar. Wipe dirt away from the area
around the spark plug wire boots with a shop rag. Grasp the plug wire boot with the spark plug
wire remover. Twist the boot back and forth a few times, then continue to twist while pulling the
boot off the end of the spark plug. Remove the spark plug with the spark plug socket, ratchet
and ratchet extension. Do not allow dirt to enter the spark plug hole. Thread a new spark plug
into the hole by hand until it is snug. Torque the spark plug to 11 foot-pounds with foot-pound
torque wrench, spark plug socket and ratchet extension. Apply silicone grease to the inside of
the plug wire boot, then press the boot onto the end of the spark plug until it snaps into place.
Repeat steps 2 through 6 for each of the other five spark plugs. Replace each spark plug
individually to avoid getting the firing order confused. The three front plugs are accessible, but
the rear plugs can be a challenge. If your hands are large or your forearms are thick, you may
have difficulty reaching the rear plugs. Remove the wiper cowl -- which is the black plastic hood
between the engine and the windshield -- or jack up the Windstar, put it on jack stands and
reach the plugs from underneath. A universal joint attached to the ratchet may help in reaching
those rear plugs. If you drop a new spark plug or bump the end of it while inserting it into the
spark plug hole, recheck the gap. Impact on the spark plug's electrode can bend it out of
position and distort the gap. If you are reusing the spark plugs instead of replacing them,
remove the plugs one at a time. Clean and gap each plug, then reinstall it before removing the
next plug. It is important to reinstall the plug into the cylinder from which you removed it. Do
not add any anti-seize or thread lock coating to the spark plug threads. Tips The three front
plugs are accessible, but the rear plugs can be a challenge. Warnings If you drop a new spark
plug or bump the end of it while inserting it into the spark plug hole, recheck the gap. P is a
relatively common Ford Windstar trouble code. It stands for:. P should not be ignored, and can
be a threat to the drivability the Ford Windstar. It will often be accompanied by codes P , P ,
etcâ€¦. Fixing P should be considered a high priority. Driving with a misfire can damage the
vehicles catalytic converter. The engine is also not firing all of the fuel, so raw fuel is also
passing through cylinder 3 into the exhaust. Mileage may suffer as well when your Windstar has
P P is a cylinder specific misfire code, which means that Cylinder 3 is misfiring and causing the
code. There are quite a few things that can cause the P trouble code to trigger the Ford
Windstar. Here are the most common problems that will throw the code. They are presented
somewhat in order from most to least likely to be causing the code:. If you follow the items
listed above you should be able to fix the P Inspect and test the parts of the ignition system
around the cylinder to determine whether or not you need to replace the coil packs, plugs, or
wires. You can always reset the trouble codes and swap the coil pack, wire, and plug from
cylinder 3 to another. Go ahead and replace them or have them tested. After that you would
want to test the fuel injection system. P is cause for concern and left unfixed can leave you
stranded or make the vehicle virtually underivable. Fixing the problem causing the code to fire
can save you time and money and keep your Ford Windstar from breaking down. Quick action
may also save your catalytic converter from going bad. Good luck diagnosing the issue. If there
is anything that you would like to add please leave a comment below. Ford Windstar P
Definition P is a cylinder specific misfire code, which means that Cylinder 3 is misfiring and
causing the code. The vehicle itself may begin to run rough. The vehicle may produce excess
vibration, especially at lower RPM. Fuel mileage will suffer often not drastically. You may smell
raw gas coming from the tail pipe. The vehicle may backfire. Take a look at the electrodes and
see if they are in good shape. Most vehicles now come with iridium plugs that need changed
very infrequently. That being said, the plugs are a great place to start. Spark Plug Wires â€” On
most modern engines, the plug wires are not nearly as long as they once were, but they can still
go bad. Coil Packs â€” Coil packs rarely go bad, but when they do, they can certainly cause P in
your Ford Windstar. Replacing a set can be very expensive. This is definitely not the place to
start. Popular Mechanics : How to find a vacuum leak. Cam or Crank Sensors â€” This one is
very unlikely, but it does happen. Low Compression â€” If you have a leaking head gasket, bent
valve, cracked head, etc.. You should also feel the vehicle is down on power as well. Is P a
Serious Concern? Asked by Wiki User. I went to And the firing order was the same for both
motors and all years. The order is: The firing order is: You don't calculate the firing order. You
simply follow the manufactures firing order for your engine. Click the link and you will find the
firing order. The firing order for this van should be , unless the cam has been improperly
installed. Coil, module, injectors double check firing order on wires. For a Ford Windstar 3. That
is the standard firing order for an inline 6That is the standard firing order for an inline 6. Yes , on
a Ford Windstar the fuel pump shut off switch inertia switch is in the drivers footwell behind the

kick panel by the drivers left foot , by the inside hood release there is an access hole in the
panel. The firing order is Firing order on a Chevrolet is Ask Question. Ford Windstar. American
Cars. Timing and Firing Orders. Clutches and Flywheels. See Answer. Top Answer. Wiki User
Answered For all engines: Firing order Cylinder numbering 1 2 3 4 5 6 Front of Vehicle Coil Pack
numbering 1 2 3 5 6 4 Front of Vehicle I went to Related Questions. What is the firing order for a
Ford Windstar 3. What is the firing order for a Ford Windstar GL 3. What is the firing order for
Ford Windstar from coil pack to plugs? What is the firing order of 3 rear plugs on ford windstar?
Show picture for the wiring of the plugs wire? What is the engine block firing order for a ford
windstar? Where is the 3 cyl on a 3. What is the firing order on a 3. What was the firing order of
Nissan diesel RE10? What is the firing order of Isuzu 10pd1? How do you calculate engine firing
order? What is the firing order for a Ford Windstar ? What would make a ford windstar v6
engine miss after the plugs and wires have been changed? What is the firing order for a 98 ford
windstar van 3. What is the firing order for international ? How do you determine the firing
order? Is right firing order for a Detroit diesel? Does the ford windstar mini van 38L have a reset
switch for the fuel pump? What is the firing order in? What is the firing order for a GMC truck?
What is the firing order for a Geo Storm? What is the firing order for a Honda Civic? What is the
firing order for a Chevy Astro? What is the firing order on a Mitsubishi Lancer? What is the
firing order on the distributor? Asked By Wiki User. How many feet are in seven minutes? What
is the difference between margin and margin? Is Stanley tucci Jewish? What letter in the
Alphabet is always waiting in order? Is making glass from sand a chemical change? What is
black and white and blue all over? Hottest Questions How did chickenpox get its name? When
did organ music become associated with baseball? Asked By Curt Eichmann. How can you cut
an onion without crying? Asked By Leland Grant. Why don't libraries smell like bookstores?
Asked By Veronica Wilkinson. How long will the footprints on the moon last? Asked By Daija
Kreiger. Do animals name each other? Asked By Danika Abbott. Who is the longest reigning
WWE Champion of all time? Asked By Consuelo Hauck. What was the first TV dinner? Asked By
Roslyn Walter. Previously Viewed What is the firing order for Windstar 3. Unanswered
Questions Explain rationalization of information flows timing and accuracy of destination of
output? What online sites don't ask for cvv? How will you prepare laboratory procedure to
verify the validity of the hypothesis example? How old is wes mccoy from shopnbc? Is the pure
nudism website legal in UK? What values can we get in the folk dance tiklos? What size are Mia
Khalifa cc implants? What are the weaknesses of education ordinance? All Rights Reserved.
The material on this site can not be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise
used, except with prior written permission of Multiply. Asked by Wiki User. Motor: in front from
drivers side battery going left order is in back from drivers side battery going left is Coil bank:
From front to back, driver side battery From front to back, opposite side, passenger side, The
coil is laid out like this. Front of car For a Ford Windstar 3. On a Ford Windstar , 3. Yes, a bad
coil will affect any combination or all of the cylinders - it is the source of all spark required for
firing the spark plugs and making the engine run. The 2 cylinders fire together at the same time
,one on compression on and one on exhaust. The firing order is 1,4,2,5,3,6. What is coil pack
firing order for Lumina? Pretty straight forward! The firing order is The cylinders number from
left to right when facing the engine. Cylinders closest to the firwall are Cylinders closest to the
rad are The coil pack cylinder sequence is, from left to right, 1st coil, 2nd coil, 3rd coil Hope this
helps. Firing order is at the coil towers. Cylinders are labeled passenger to driver side. The
firing order for the Saturn in-line 4 cylinder engine is: Connect the plug wires to the coil pack on
the front surface of the engine block in the following order left to right The Saturn has 2 coils,
one coil controls cylinders 1 and 4. The other coil controls cylinders 3 and 2. On your Ford
Windstar 3. The engine firing order is 1,3,7,2,6,5,4,8 The cylinders are numbered up the
passengers side and up the drivers side. For all engines:Firing order Cylinder numbering 2 34 5
Front of VehicleCoil Pack numbering 2 35 6 Front of VehicleI went to And the firing order was
the same for both motors and all years. The order is: The firing order is and the coil packs are
41 and Coil, module, injectors double check firing order on wires. Coil on the left is 4 then 1.
Coil on the right is 3 then 2. For a Ford Windstar , 3. On what vehicle with what engine? Ask
Question. Timing and Firing Orders. Ford Windstar. See Answer. Top Answer. Wiki User
Answered Firing order and cylinder numbering - all 3. Of vehicle Coil numbering: PIN-- NOTE
the irregular sequence on the side. Weird, but that's the way it is. Motor: in front from drivers
side battery going left order is in back from drivers side battery going left is Coil bank: From
front to back, driver side battery From front to back, opposite side, passenger side, Related
Questions. What is the firing order for a coil pack and cylinders for a ford windstar van? What is
the firing order for a Chevy Camaro 3. What is the firing order for a 98 ford windstar van 3. What
is the firing order for a coil pack and cylinders for a ford windstar? What is the firing order for
Ford Windstar from coil pack to plugs? If coil is bad will it affect 1Cyl or 2Cyl on 01 windstar?

What is the firing sequence on the coil pack of a Ford Ranger? What is the firing order for a
Chevy Monte Carlo 3. What is the firing order for chev Monte Carlo with a 3. Firing position 1 on
a Saturn? Explorerfiring order 4. What is the plug firing order for a Saturn sl2? What is the firing
order on a coil pack for a windstar gl 3. What is the firing order for a Ford Crown Victoria 4.
What is the firing order for Windstar 3. What is the firing order for a 99 ford f 4. What would
make a ford windstar v6 engine miss after the plugs and wires have been changed? What is the
firing order for each coil pack for the 4. What is the firing order for a Chevy Lumina? What is the
firing order on the coil packs of a Chevy cavalier 2. What is the firing order for a ford Windstar
minivan v6? Whats the firing order and order of coil packs? Asked By Wiki User. How many feet
are in seven minutes? What is the difference between margin and margin? Is Stanley tucci
Jewish? What letter in the Alphabet is always waiting in order? Is making glass from sand a
chemical change? What is black and white and blue all over? Hottest Questions How did
chickenpox get its name? When did organ music become associated with baseball? Asked By
Curt Eichmann. How can you cut an onion without crying? Asked By Leland Grant. Why don't
libraries smell like bookstores? Asked By Veronica Wilkinson. How long will the footprints on
the moon last? Asked By Daija Kreiger. Do animals name each other? Asked By Danika Abbott.
Who is the longest reigning WWE Champion of all time? Asked By Consuelo Hauck. What was
the first TV dinner? Asked By Roslyn Walter. Previously Viewed What is the firing order on a
coil pack and cylinders for a Windstar? Unanswered Questions Explain rationalization of
information flows timing and accuracy of destination of output? What online sites don't ask for
cvv? How will you prepare laboratory procedure to verify the validity of the hypothesis
example? How old is wes mccoy from shopnbc? Is the pure nudism website legal in UK? What
values can we get in the folk dance tiklos? What size are Mia Khalifa cc implants? What are the
weaknesses of education ordinance? All Rights Reserved. The material on this site can not be
reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except with prior written
permission of Multiply. Do you have the same problem? The firing order is Was this answer
helpful? I have had conflicting advice as to plug firing order will you help me? Do you. Check
out the diagrams below Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. That diagram is correct.
Engine Performance problem Front Wheel Drive Automatic miles need diagram or information
showing how to attach spark plug wires back on the electronic distributor for
pioneer x5710hd
heartland rv wiring diagram
2003 convertible
a for Windstar 3. Hello, Here is the engine firing order or as some would call it the ignition coil
wiring. Here are more diagrams that are larger below Please use 2CarPros anytime, we are here
to help. Please tell a friend. Cheers, Ken Images Click to enlarge. I know it can be a pain. I was
attempting to replace my ignition coil and come to find out the replacement was wrong, so I put
the old one back in because it worked, just not well, and for some reason it did not wanna work
at all, I believe I have gotten a couple wires mixed up, but I cannot remember the order to fix it
properly. As well, once I did get it to turn over, I can only hear 4 cyl's running and it was burning
rich. Here is the engine ignition spark plug firing order. Check out the diagrams Below. Please
let us know if you need anything else to get the problem fixed. Cheers Images Click to enlarge.
Please login or register to post a reply. Ford Pdf Manual It Suddenly Died Sponsored links. Ask
a Car Question. It's Free!

